Wa g - n - B i e t j i e

Wine Story
"Wag-'n-bietjie" (Wait-a-bit) Named after the tree with
hooked thorns that will make you wait while you remove
its thorns from your clothing! Usually, when making a
sweet Muscadel you would "Wait-a-bit" longer before
picking, but in the case of our Dry variation, the grapes
were picked at an uncharacteristically early stage of
harvest to prevent over ripeness and preserve acidity.
Legend has it that the tree represents life itself.
The young twigs zigzag, indicating that life is not always
straightforward and two thorns at the nodes are also
significant; the one facing backward represents where
we come from and the one facing forward, represents
where we are going. For our winemaking team this is
symbolic of the grape used to make this wine, Muscadel.
Usually used in the production of sweet and fortified
wines (where it comes from), we reckon the dry
variation has a bright future and look forward
to seeing where it can go!
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1066

Winemaking in fo
The Muscat blanc was picked early morning
at a low balling. The grapes were destemmed
and pressed and the juice allowed to settle
for a couple of days before alcoholic
fermentation was initiated in Stainless Steel
tanks. The wine was transferred to neutral
French oak barrels to complete alcoholic
fermentation and aged on the lees for 6
months before racking, under going light
filtration and finally, bottling.
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Light straw with speckles of sunshine.
The text book nose has notes of rose water,
grape, apricots, mango and litchi. The
tropical gift that keeps on giving rewards
with a bone dry finish complete with a
fresh acidity to balance the sweet aromas.
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